We experience the visual world through a series of saccadic eye movements, each one shifting our gaze to bring objects of interest to the fovea for further processing. Although such movements lead to frequent and substantial displacements of the retinal image, those displacements go unnoticed. It is widely assumed that a primary mechanism underlying this apparent stability is an anticipatory shifting of visual receptive fields (RFs) from their presaccadic to their postsaccadic locations prior to movement onset^[@R1]^. Evidence of this predictive "remapping" of RFs has been particularly apparent within brain structures involved in gaze control^[@R2]-[@R4]^. However, critically absent among that evidence are detailed measurements of visual RFs prior to movement onset. Here we show that during saccade preparation, rather than remap, RFs of neurons in a prefrontal gaze control area massively converge toward the saccadic target. We mapped the visual RFs of prefrontal neurons during stable fixation and immediately prior to the onset of eye movements, using multi-electrode recordings in monkeys. Following movements from an initial fixation point to a target, RFs remained stationary in retinocentric space. However, in the period immediately before movement onset, RFs shifted by as much as 18 degrees of visual angle (dva), and converged toward the target location. This convergence resulted in a 3-fold increase in the proportion of RFs responding to stimuli near the target region. In addition, like human observers^[@R5],[@R6]^, the population of prefrontal neurons grossly mislocalized presaccadic stimuli as being closer to the target. Our results show that RF shifts do not predict the retinal displacements due to saccades, but instead reflect the overriding perception of target space during eye movements.

We recorded from neurons within the FEF of monkeys (*macaca mulatta*) using linear electrode arrays ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) (Methods). The FEF is an area of prefrontal cortex with a known involvement in gaze control^[@R7]^ and visual attention^[@R8]-[@R11]^. Previous studies have found evidence that visual RFs of FEF neurons predictively remap prior to saccades^[@R1],[@R4]^. That is, this body of evidence suggests that FEF RFs shift from their presaccadic locations to their anticipated, postsaccadic locations prior to onset of each saccade ([Extended Data Fig. 1](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, because these studies inferred RF shifts from visual responses to stimuli presented at only a few locations, the validity of the remapping framework remains uncertain. We therefore mapped the RFs of simultaneously recorded FEF neurons with flashed (25 ms) "probe" stimuli while monkeys performed a standard saccade task^[@R4]^ (Methods, [Extended Data Fig. 2](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). To obtain detailed measurements of RFs during the task, we used a dense array of visual probes: 10 by 9 positions covering an area of 36 by 32 dva ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Using this arrangement, we mapped RFs during 3 separate periods: during fixation at each of two fixation points (FP1 and FP2) and just prior (69 ms, SD = 35) to a saccade from FP1 to FP2. [Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows four examples of FEF RFs mapped during fixation at FP1 and FP2, and their corresponding RF centers (RF1s and RF2s) (Methods). In each example, the change in fixation from one location to the other was accompanied by a RF displacement that was equivalent to the displacement of fixation, reflecting the retinocentric property of FEF RFs. RFs measured at FP2 also served as empirical estimates of the expected shifts due to predictive remapping. When measured while monkeys were still fixating at FP1, but preparing saccades to FP2, RFs were remarkably different from those measured during stable fixation. As shown in the examples, presaccadic RF centers (PRFs) differed both from the RF1s and the RF2s ([Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, PRFs tended to be much closer to the saccade target (FP2), in some cases shifting from their RF1 location in a direction orthogonal (example 3) or opposite (example 4) to the saccade direction, and thus were inconsistent with remapping.

We measured the changes in RF2s and PRFs from their corresponding RF1s (Δ~FIX~ and Δ~PRE~) for a population of 179 RFs mapped in two monkeys ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) (Methods). As expected, the average displacement of RF2s (11.2 dva, SD = 1.5) was approximately equal to the saccade amplitude (12 dva, SD = 0.2), and was independent of the RF1 distance to the saccade target (ε'~RF1~ ) (r = 0.05, p = 0.49) (Methods). Without presaccadic RF modulation, we would expect PRFs to be identical to their corresponding RF1s, given that retinal stimulation is essentially identical in these two conditions. However, FEF RFs are dramatically altered during saccade preparation, and are shifted by an average of 8.4 dva (SD = 3.6) and as much as 18 dva (Methods, [Extended Data Figure 3](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This shift was greater (p \< 10^-10^) than the small variations in RFs measured between the fixation conditions ([Extended Data Fig. 4](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, in contrast to RF2s, PRFs depended on the RF1 distance to the saccade target (r = 0.44, p \< 10^-9^), with larger PRF shifts occurring for more distant RFs. Note that this dependence should not occur if the presaccadic RFs predictively shift from RF1s to their postsaccadic RF2s. Moreover, the angular differences (ϕ') between the RF2 displacement vectors and the PRF shift vectors were not uniform as expected with remapping, but depended on the angular deviation (θ) of RF1 from the saccade vector (r = 0.75, p \< 10^-10^) ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we observed substantial presaccadic shifts that were inconsistent with the remapping prediction ([Extended Data Fig. 5](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the overall pattern of RF shifts reveals how individual shifts can appear consistent with remapping at some locations in space (Methods, [Extended Data Fig. 10](#F14){ref-type="fig"}).

To further understand the presaccadic RF modulation, we examined PRF shift vectors across the entire distribution of measured RF locations ([Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) (Methods, [Extended Data Fig. 6](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). We observed that PRFs shifted in the direction of the saccade target independent of their corresponding RF1 location. On average, PRFs were 6.1 dva closer to the saccade target than the RF1s (p \< 10^-10^). We further compared PRFs to the remapping prediction, using the RF2s as an empirical estimate, and found PRFs to be closer to the saccade target than expected with remapping (p \< 10^-10^). Thus, PRFs deviated from the remapping prediction and instead converged toward the saccade target. This pattern of results was the same when considering only single neurons, indicating that the convergence reflected the shifting of individual neuronal RFs rather than a differential gain change across multiple neurons (Methods, [Extended Data Fig. 7](#F11){ref-type="fig"},[8](#F12){ref-type="fig"}).

We next examined how presaccadic changes in RFs altered the representation of visual space by the population of recorded FEF neurons. Rather than focus solely on RF centers, however, we instead measured how saccade preparation altered the degree to which each visual probe elicited responses from the neuronal population (Methods). [Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the percentage of "population RFs" yielding responses across all probe locations during fixation and saccade preparation. These distributions of "RF density" illustrate how the representation of visual space is displaced by the change in fixation from FP1 to FP2 in the population. Moreover, these RF density distributions revealed a substantial effect of saccade preparation on the representation of space. Specifically, we observed an increase in RF density centered on the saccade target. Within a 20 by 20 dva region around the saccade target, RF density increased more than twofold (106.4 %, p \< 10^-3^). Note the more than threefold increase in the proportion of RFs with responses at locations nearest the target ([Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These changes in RF density were accompanied by alterations in the presaccadic spike count correlations of simultaneously recorded neurons (Methods, [Extended Data Figure 10](#F14){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting changes in effective connectivity^[@R12],[@R13]^ during saccade preparation. The above observations point toward a substantial enhancement in the representation of visual space at the saccade target.

Finally, we considered whether the presacaddic convergence of RFs to the saccade target results in a distorted "read-out" of stimulus location. In human observers, stimulus location during saccade execution is grossly misjudged. This mislocalization results in a "compression of visual space", with observers reporting stimuli as appearing much closer to the saccade target than they actually are^[@R5],[@R6]^. Therefore, we decoded probe positions from the full population of recorded FEF neurons during fixation at FP1 ([Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and during saccade preparation ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) (Methods). During fixation, the location of probe stimuli near FP1 (*x* = \[-10, -2\], *y* = \[-10, 6\]), where most of the RFs were sampled, could be accurately decoded from the population response (average error = 1.3 dva). In contrast, during saccade preparation, probe locations within the same region of space were grossly mislocalized by the population of neurons (average error = 7 dva). Furthermore, the error was systematic in that the population response consistently mislocalized probes as being closer to the saccade target ([Fig. 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The distance between the population estimate of probe location and the saccade target was reduced by 47% compared to fixation (-3.7 dva, p \< 10^-5^) and by 46% compared to veridical (-3.6 dva, p \< 10^-4^). Thus, the convergence of RFs resulted in a compression of visual space toward the target.

Predictive remapping of RFs is widely assumed to be the mechanism by which perceptual stability is achieved during saccades^[@R1]^, specifically by a global anticipatory updating of visual space. Although our results demonstrate robust presaccadic shifts of FEF RFs, those shifts clearly violate the remapping prediction, and instead reveal a compression of visual space toward the saccade target. This observation raises an important question about the role of RF shifts in maintaining stability across eye movements. Specifically, how, if at all, might the convergence of RFs, rather than remapping, contribute to stable vision? It has been hypothesized by some that visual stability may be due to a strong bias of perceptual processing toward the targets of saccades^[@R14]^. This hypothesis argues that the failure to detect retinal image displacements results from a reduced representation of non-target locations, as compared to the overriding perception of target space^[@R15]^. Consistent with this hypothesis is psychophysical evidence of enhanced perception at the saccade target prior to movement onset^[@R16],[@R17]^, as well as enhanced visual cortical signals^[@R18]-[@R21]^. Furthermore, the perception of visual space is massively compressed prior to saccades^[@R5],[@R6]^. Our results reveal a neuronal correlate of these perceptual effects. In particular, we found that populations of FEF neurons grossly mislocalize stimuli as being closer to the target, resembling psychophysical compression. Thus, regardless of the role of the above perceptual phenomena in visual stability, the representation within the FEF mirrors them.

FEF neurons have been causally implicated in the control of visual attention^[@R8]^ and the corresponding modulation of stimulus-driven activity in posterior visual cortex^[@R9],[@R10],[@R22]-[@R24]^. Several recent studies suggest that the influence exerted by FEF neurons on visual cortex during attention originates from predominantly visual signals^[@R11],[@R25]^. Our results indicate that FEF visual signals conveyed to posterior areas prior to saccades grossly overrepresent the space occupied by the target. Thus, prior to each eye movement, or during covert attention^[@R26],[@R27]^, feedback from FEF neurons may impose the same distortion onto visual cortex^[@R28]-[@R30]^, and this biased representation of target space could result in the aforementioned attentional enhancement within that space.

Methods {#S2}
=======

General surgical and electrophysiological procedures {#S3}
----------------------------------------------------

We used two male adult rhesus monkeys (*Macaca mulatta*, 8 and 12 kg), Monkey N and Monkey B, in the experiments. All experimental procedures were in compliance with the US Public Health Service policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals, the Society for Neuroscience Guidelines and Policies, and Stanford University Animal Care and Use Committee. Each animal was surgically implanted with a titanium head post, a scleral search coil, and a cylindrical titanium recording chamber (20 mm diameter) overlaying the arcuate sulcus. A craniotomy was performed on each animal, allowing access to the FEF. All surgeries were conducted using aseptic techniques under general anesthesia (isoflurane), and analgesics were provided during postsurgical recovery.

Electrodes were lowered into the cortex using a hydraulic microdrive (Narishige International). Activity was recorded extracellularly using linear array electrodes (U-Probe, Plexon) with 16 contacts spaced 150 μm apart. Neural activity was sampled at 40 kHz. Waveforms were sorted using offline techniques. The FEF was confirmed by the ability to evoke fixed-vector, short latency saccadic eye movements with stimulation at low currents^[@R31],[@R32]^. U-Probes were then lowered for simultaneous recordings of visual RFs at the same coordinates.

RF measurements and monkey behavior {#S4}
-----------------------------------

We measured visual RFs of FEF neurons by randomly presenting a single probe stimulus out of a 10 by 9 probe grid extending 36 by 32 degree of visual angle (dva). In each recording session we placed the probe grid to cover the area where we expected most of the RF locations based on the evoked saccade vectors by microstimulation of a given recording site. The probes consisted of white squares with an area of 1 dva^[@R2]^ resulting in a positive luminance contrast of 60% (Michelson) and 3 (Weber) to the gray background (23.7 cd/m^2^). The probe duration was less than 25 ms as measured with a photodiode and thus comparable in duration to previous studies^[@R4],[@R29].^

In all three conditions (fixation 1, fixation 2, and presaccadic) the monkey was required to fixate one out of two fixation points (FP1 and FP2) placed 12 dva apart along the horizontal meridian. The fixation points FP1 and FP2 consisted of small (0.5 dva in diameter) red disks (23.6 cd/m^2^). The saccade task consisted of a standard step task^[@R4]^ in which the fixation point (FP1) was displaced to a new location and the monkey rewarded for shifting its gaze to it. The fixation and presaccadic conditions differed in terms of the timing of the visual probe stimulus with respect to the saccade. In the two fixation conditions, the probe stimulus was presented at least 500 ms before a saccade. In the presaccadic condition, the probe presentation occurred while the monkey was still fixating at the location of FP1 but already planning a saccade to FP2. The monkey was rewarded with a drop of juice if he was still fixating at the required location at the end of the trial (\> 500 ms after probe presentation).

Fixation and saccade accuracy was excellent in both monkeys with an average horizontal error of 0.01 dva (SD = 0.29) and an average vertical error of -0.02 dva (SD = 0.29) in fixation. The average saccade vector was 11.98 dva (SD = 0.52) with an horizontal landing error of -0.19 (SD = 0.35) and a vertical error of -0.05 dva (SD = 0.4). The average saccadic reaction time, i.e. the time between target onset and saccade initiation, for Monkey N was 113 ms (SD = 35) and 229 ms (SD = 37) for Monkey B. We observed little or no evidence that monkeys were distracted by the probe appearance during saccade preparation. First, for both monkeys the rate at which stray saccades were made to probes was well below 1% (0.26% for monkey B and 0.11% for monkey N. Second, there was no systematic dependency of saccadic reaction time and probe location across the two monkeys ([Extended Data Fig. 2](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). For all reported analyses we used the responses to probes that were presented within a time window of 150 ms prior to saccade onset. The average probe onset time was 64 ms before saccade onset (SD = 32) for Monkey N and 82 ms (SD = 38) for Monkey B.

RF maps and centers {#S5}
-------------------

We computed RF maps as shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} as follows. For a given probe location *k* we obtained the neuronal activity *a~kn~* for the time interval (50, 350\] ms after probe onset for a given trial *n*. We then computed the average activity *ā~k~* for each *k* as the arithmetic mean across *n*. This was done separately for the two fixation and the presaccadic conditions. Within each of these three conditions we then normalized mean activities *ā~k~* by $${\overline{a}}_{k}^{\prime} = \frac{{\overline{a}}_{k} - \min\limits_{k}\left( {\overline{a}}_{k} \right)}{\max\limits_{k}\left( {\overline{a}}_{k} \right) - \min\limits_{k}\left( {\overline{a}}_{k} \right)},$$ with ${\overline{a}}_{k}^{\prime} \in \left\{ 0,\ldots,1 \right\}$ and linearly interpolated across space to obtain RF maps with a resolution of 0.1 by 0.1 dva.

The center (*x̄*,*ȳ*) in Cartesian coordinates for a given RF was then computed as the center of mass for all locations with responses greater or equal than 75 % of the maximum, that is $$\begin{aligned}
{\overline{x} =} & {\frac{1}{\alpha}\left( {\sum\limits_{x}\sum\limits_{y}{\overline{a}}_{xy}^{\prime}x} \right)} \\
{\overline{y} =} & {\frac{1}{\alpha}\left( {\sum\limits_{x}\sum\limits_{y}{\overline{a}}_{xy}^{\prime}y} \right),} \\
\end{aligned}$$ with $$\alpha = \sum\limits_{x}\sum\limits_{y}{\overline{a}}_{xy}^{\prime},\forall{\overline{a}}_{xy}^{\prime}\left( {\overline{a}}_{xy}^{\prime} \geq \lambda \right)$$, and λ =0.75.

Dataset {#S6}
-------

In total, 27 experimental sessions yielded 179 recordings with measurable RFs in all of the three behavioral conditions (fixation 1, fixation 2, presaccadic) and were used for further analyses. We found no significant differences regarding the main results between RFs of well-isolated single neurons with stable waveforms and remaining RFs and thus combined all RFs for further analyses.

Statistical Analyses {#S7}
====================

Statistical analyses were performed using Mathematica (Wolfram Research) and R. In general, statistical tests were two-tailed. All reported p values regarding mean differences are based on t-tests. Non-parametric controls using Wilcoxon signed rank tests were significant as well for all reported effects regarding central tendencies (p values not shown). All reported correlations are based on Pearson\'s r. For all significant correlations Spearman\'s rho and Kendall\'s tau yielded the same result (p values not reported). Finally, all reported linear regressions are based on ordinary least square fits.

Time dependency of PRF shifts {#S8}
=============================

Although our experiment was designed specifically to obtain spatially detailed measurements of presaccadic RFs, rather than to explore their temporal dynamics, we nonetheless considered whether the RF shifts were time dependent with respect to saccade onset. To address this question, we divided the distribution of probe presentation times into two periods by the median for each of the 179 presaccadic RFs. This reduced the data by half in each of the two periods. Nevertheless, we were able to obtain clear presaccadic RFs in 68 cases. The average probe presentation for the "earlier" half was 103 ms before saccade onset; whereas the average time for the "later" half was 55 ms. For the former, earlier period, we found that the average PRF shift was 8.09 dva, and for the latter, later period, the average PRF shift was 9.65 dva from their respective RF1s. The difference between these two shift amplitudes was significant (p \< 10^-4^) ([Extended Data Figure 3a](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), as was the difference in the distance of the PRFs to the saccade target, the later PRFs being closer on average by 1.26 dva (p \< 10^-4^) ([Extended Figure 3b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that while there was already a substantial PRF shift as of the earlier time period, there was still significant shifting of the PRF in the later time period.

RF shift across space {#S9}
---------------------

To illustrate the average shift of RFs across space as shown in [Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we averaged adjacent RF centers. Visual space was divided into equally sized bins (6 by 6 dva) ranging from −16 to 8 dva horizontally and from −24 to 24 dva vertically centered around the saccade target (FP2) ([Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"} lower right). This range included all RF1s, that is, centers of RFs measured while the monkey was fixating at FP1 long before and after a saccade. RF1s were than simply averaged (arithmetic mean) if they fell inside the same bin. The respective average RF2 and PRF was obtained accordingly based on the pairings obtained by the binned RF1s. [Extended Data Fig. 6](#F10){ref-type="fig"} shows all individual RF1s, RF2s, and PRFs.

Shifting of RFs in single neurons {#S10}
---------------------------------

We considered that the observed convergence of RFs toward the saccade target might be the result of two different processes. First, it could result from RF shifts in individual neurons toward the saccade target. A second, though less likely possibility, is that it reflects a differential gain change across multiple neurons. Specifically, it could result from a relative increase in the activity of neurons with RFs adjacent to the target, together with a simultaneous decrease in the activity of neurons with RFs at more distant locations. Importantly, RFs measured from multi unit activity do not allow one to easily distinguish between these two possibilities as this activity by definition includes the visual responses from multiple neurons. We therefore carried out separate analyses of RF shifts on a subpopulation of well-isolated, single neurons and confirmed that the spike waveforms from these neurons were identical across stimulus location and experimental conditions (fixation and presaccadic).

To accomplish this, we first considered a set of well-clustered waveforms ([Extended Data Fig. 7a](#F11){ref-type="fig"}) as potential single-neuron isolations depending on the distribution of inter-spike intervals (ISI), and the corresponding estimated rate of false positive occurrences^[@R33]^ ([Extended Data Fig. 7b](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Out of the pool of well-isolated clusters, we identified 23 single neurons for which we were able to measure RFs in all 3 conditions. For these neurons the estimated false positive rates averaged 3.5% (1.5 ms refractory period)^[@R34]^. However, to directly assess the degree to which multiple neurons contributed differently to the fixation and presaccadic RFs, we systematically compared the waveforms of isolated neurons across the two conditions, specifically fixation 1 and presaccadic. In order to do so, we first subtracted the average waveforms (arithmetic mean) obtained from the two conditions by comparing waveforms obtained from responses at the most effective probe location for each condition ([Extended Data Fig. 7c](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Each waveform comparison yielded 40 differences (40 samples/ms) that were tested independently for statistical significance by constructing Bonferroni corrected 95% confidence intervals (*α*' = *α* /40, *α* = 0.05). Thereafter, we projected waveforms for each neuron into principal component (PC) space ([Extended Data Fig. 7d](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). For each PC dimension (40 in total) we fitted a logistic regression to test the separability of the two sets of waveforms independently within each dimension ([Extended Data Fig. 7e](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). We accessed the statistical significance of the Pseudo R^2^ using Bonferroni correction again for each independent test. Finally, to test how well waveforms can be separated using all 40 PC dimensions simultaneously, we trained a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) for each neuron using a "leave-one-out" cross validation based on all unique combination of fixation and presaccadic waveforms. We then compared the resulting estimate of classification performance to a distribution of performance estimates based on 10000 samples in which both fixation and presaccadic waveforms have been randomly assigned to one out of two groups for classification ([Extended Data Fig. 7f](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). We found that 21 of the 23 isolations satisfied all of above criteria and thus allowed us to interpret the visual responses elicited during fixation and in the presaccadic period as coming from a single neuron. [Extended Data Fig. 7g](#F11){ref-type="fig"} shows the corresponding fixation RFs and the presaccadic RF for the example neuron. [Extended Data Fig. 7h,i](#F11){ref-type="fig"} shows the distributions of Pseudo R^2^s and the SVM performance for all neurons meeting the above criteria.

Finally, we compared the RF shifts observed in the above-selected neurons (well-isolated neurons with stable waveforms) to the remaining RFs in the overall population ([Extended Data Fig. 8](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). This comparison revealed that for both populations the nature of the PRF shifts were statistically indistinguishable. First, the average displacement of RF2s from RF1s (Δ~FIX~) in both populations was approximately equal to the amplitude of the saccade, and was independent of the distance of RF1s to the saccade target (ε'~RF1~ ) (RFs of selected neurons: r = 0.36, p = 0.1; remaining RFs: r = 0.03, p = 0.66 ) ([Extended Data Fig. 8a](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). More importantly, for both populations, the PRFs (Δ~PRE~) depended on the distance of RF1 to the saccade target (RFs of selected neurons: r = 0.48, p = 0.02; remaining RFs: r = 0.46, p \< 10^−8^), with larger presaccadic shifts occurring for more distant RFs in both cases. Moreover, neither the intercepts (b~0~,p = 0.3) nor the slopes (b~1~, p = 0.42) of the fitted regressions were significantly different between the two populations. For the combined data shown in [Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"} we estimate for Δ~FIX~ , b~0~ = 10.9 (p \< 10^−10^ ) and b~1~ = 0.03 (p = 0.49 ) and for Δ~PRE,~ b~0~ = 3.8 (p = 7.1·10^−7^) and b~1~ = 0.4 (p = 6·10^−10^). Second, the angular differences (ϕ') between the RF2 displacement vectors and the PRF shift vectors in both populations depended on the angular deviation (θ) of the RF1 from the saccade vector (RFs of selected neurons: r = 0.87, p \< 10^−6^; remaining RFs: r = 0.77, p \< 10^−9^) ([Extended Data Fig. 8b](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). Again, neither the intercepts (p = 0.43) nor the slopes (p = 0.06) of the fitted regressions were significantly different between the two populations. For the combined data shown in [Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"} we estimate b~0~ = −0.4 (p = 0.9) and b~1~ = 0.8 (p \< 10^−10^). Lastly, in both populations, the PRFs were located closer to the saccade target ([Extended Data Fig. 8c](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, overall the presaccadic RF shifts in both populations deviated from the remapping prediction, and instead converged toward the saccade target.

Relationship of our results to previous evidence of predictive remapping {#S11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results clearly demonstrate that rather than predictively remap, RFs in the FEF converge toward the saccade target. However, it is important to consider how previous evidence of predictive remapping in this area, and perhaps other areas, might have instead been indicative of RF convergence. Below, we summarize two key ways in which the present results provide a means of reinterpreting past studies in terms of RF convergence.

Our results illustrate the importance of obtaining a broad sampling of RF position across the visual field in a sample of neurons in order to understand the nature of presaccadic RF shifts. As illustrated in [Figure 2a-c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, both the shift direction and amplitude depend heavily on the initial RF position. Moreover, it illustrates how evidence consistent with remapping can be obtained within some portions of the visual field. The remapping hypothesis predicts that the PRF shifts to a neuron\'s post-saccadic location, sometimes called its "future field"^[@R4]^, in anticipation of the impending movement. Our results illustrate how evidence consistent with the remapping hypothesis can be obtained within select portions of the visual field, particularly locations near the fovea where RF convergence toward the saccade target, and shifts toward a hypothetical future field will look similar.

Our results can also explain how previous experiments using only a single presaccadic probe stimulus found evidence consistent with the remapping hypothesis. In the absence of a complete RF map, any observations of visual responses at or near the expected future field can be interpreted as consistent with remapping, even when the actual presaccadic RF shift is not predictive, and instead moves in an alternative manner, e.g. toward the saccade target. As is evident in [Figures 1a and 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the deviation of the empirical presaccadic shift from the remapping prediction depends on the position of the RF within the visual field. At many RF locations, the results clearly deviate from remapping. However, at others locations the differences between remapping and convergence are smaller, and thus measurement of the presaccadic RF with only 1 probe stimuli cannot distinguish between them. This ambiguity is depicted in two additional examples shown in [Extended Data Fig. 9](#F13){ref-type="fig"}. See also Zirnsak et al.^[@R35]^ for a discussion of this topic.

RF density {#S12}
----------

To provide an estimate of how the representation of visual space by FEF RFs changes prior to a saccade, we first averaged RFs with adjacent centers. Visual space was divided into the same bins as described in Methods, 'RF shift across space'. However, instead of just averaging the centers of RFs falling in a given bin we averaged the whole RFs. That is, based on the normalized RFs as described in Methods, 'RF maps and centers', the *i*th activity with *i* ∈ {1,\...,22} to a probe stimulus at location *k* was computed as $$A_{ik} = \frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{j}^{n}{\overline{a}}_{jk}^{\prime},$$ where *n* is the number of RFs with RF1s falling in the same bin. Thereafter activities were again normalized by $$A_{ik}^{\prime} = \frac{A_{ik} - \min\limits_{k}\left( A_{ik} \right)}{\max\limits_{k}\left( A_{ik} \right) - \min\limits_{k}\left( A_{ik} \right)},$$ with *A~ik~*^\'^ ∈ {0,\...,1}. This was done for the two fixation and the presaccadic conditions and we refer to the resulting RFs as "population RFs". We then counted the number of the population RFs for which the normalized activity to a given probe location *k* was equal to, or exceeded 50% of the maximum normalized activity. That is, $$d_{k}^{RF} = \sum\limits_{i}f\left( A_{ik}^{\prime} \right)$$ with $$f\left( A_{ik}^{\prime} \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1 & {if\quad A_{ik}^{\prime} \geq 0.5} \\
0 & {else} \\
\end{array}\phantom{\}}. \right.$$ We refer to this quantity *d^RF^*as "RF density". Note that this measure is minimally affected by the sampling bias of measured RFs.

Spike count correlations {#S13}
========================

Our multi-electrode recordings enabled us to explore the extent to which the RF convergence during saccade preparation is accompanied by changes in correlated neuronal responses. Correlated fluctuations in neuronal responses have been interpreted as reflecting effective connectivity^[@R12],[@R13]^, so we hypothesized that the presaccadic RF convergence might lead to increases in these correlated fluctuations. From the 179 neuronal RFs, we computed spike count correlations from responses to all 90 probes in 677 neuronal pairs recorded simultaneously at varying inter-neuronal distances ([Extended Data Fig. 10a](#F14){ref-type="fig"}). The spike count correlation was computed as $$r_{ijk}^{SC} = \frac{\sum_{n}\left( a_{ikn} - {\overline{a}}_{ik} \right)\left( a_{jkn} - {\overline{a}}_{jk} \right)}{\sqrt{\sum_{n}\left( a_{ikn} - {\overline{a}}_{ik} \right)^{2}}\sqrt{\sum_{n}\left( a_{jkn} - {\overline{a}}_{jk} \right)^{2}}},$$ where $r_{ijk}^{SC}$ is simply the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between the *i*th and *j*th neuronal response *a* over *n* trials for a given probe location *k*. The respective sample mean response is denoted by *ā*. Spikes were counted in the same time interval (50,350\] ms after probe onset that was used to estimate the RF maps.

Given the known property of the Pearson product-moment correlation as a biased estimator of the true population correlation *ρ* for small samples and given the systematically fewer trials in the presaccadic condition as compared to the fixation condition (*n̄^pre^* = 9.5, *n̄^fix^* = 11.7), spike count correlations in the fixation condition have been computed as follows to match the number of trials in the presaccadic condition. For a given presaccadic correlation coefficient $r_{ijk}^{SC,pre}$ the corresponding fixation correlation coefficient $r_{ijk}^{SC,fix}$ was computed as the arithmetic mean of all $r_{ijk}^{SC,fix^{\prime}}$ which are based on all unique combinations of $n_{k}^{pre}$ neuronal responses $a_{ikn}^{fix}$ and $a_{jkn}^{fix}$ if $n_{k}^{pre} < n_{k}^{fix}$. For a given pair *ij* and *k* the *r^SC^* was only considered for further analyses if the number of trials was the ≥3.

The hypothesized increase in spike count correlation during saccade preparation should be observed particularly when neurons are visually driven. Thus, we related spike count correlations to driven activity, relative to baseline activity. To do so, we combined the responses of a given neuronal pair *ij* to a particular probe *k*, and normalized those responses to the baseline activity. That is, we first divided the individual mean response *ā~k~* to a given probe by the respective baseline activity *b̄*, which was obtained from the average (arithmetic mean) of the spike rate *b~n~*, during fixation at the beginning of each trial *n*, before probe presentation, across all trials of a recording session. The time window within which spikes were counted for a given *n* to get *b~n~* was of the same size (300 ms) as was the window to obtain the probe related activity *a~kn~*. The normalized response for a given pair and probe was then computed as $${\overline{a}}_{ijk}^{\prime} = \ln\left( \frac{{\overline{a}}_{ik}}{{\overline{b}}_{i}} \right) + \ln\left( \frac{{\overline{a}}_{jk}}{{\overline{b}}_{j}} \right),$$ with ln(·) denoting the natural logarithm. Note that combined responses driven by the probe stimulus were thus \> 0, with 0 indicating no change in the combined response compared to baseline.

The bins used in [Extended Data Fig. 10b](#F14){ref-type="fig"} are based on data obtained during the fixation conditions, and were broken into quintiles for all ${\overline{a}}_{ijk}^{\prime} \leq 0$, and deciles otherwise, given the higher number of normalized responses greater than 0. The same bins were then applied to compute the average spike count correlations in the presaccadic condition. For each bin, we also determined the percentage of combined responses for which both individual responses in the pair exceeded baseline activity ([Extended Data Fig. 10b](#F14){ref-type="fig"}, middle.

First, we observed that the average spike count correlation decreased overall as a function of electrode distance between recorded responses ([Extended Data Fig. 10a](#F14){ref-type="fig"}). Second, whereas the spike count correlation was reduced during saccade preparation, compared to fixation, when the combined response was at or below baseline (−0.06, p \< 10^−10^), there was an increase when the combined response exceeded baseline (0.02, p \< 10^−7^) ([Extended Data Fig. 10b](#F14){ref-type="fig"}, top and bottom). Although the majority of combined above-baseline responses consisted of pairs in which both neuronal responses exceeded baseline ([Extended Data Fig. 10b](#F14){ref-type="fig"}, middle), we also computed the overall change in spike count correlation for those pairs exclusively. The observed presaccadic increase in spike count correlation for those pairs was significantly greater than that of fixation (0.03, p \< 10^−10^). Thus, as hypothesized, an increase in spike count correlation was observed when neuronal pairs were driven above baseline. This increase in spike count correlation during saccade preparation is consistent with the increase in the shared representation of visual space among neurons ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), at least insofar as correlated fluctuations in neuronal responses reflect effective connectivity between pairs of neurons.

Population decoding {#S14}
===================

To decode the population activity of the recorded FEF neurons with respect to stimulus location during stable fixation and shortly before saccade onset we maximized the term $$\sum\limits_{i}^{N}a_{ikn}{\overline{a}}_{il}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{i}^{N}a_{ikn}^{2}} \right\rbrack^{\frac{1}{2}}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{i}^{N}{\overline{a}}_{il}^{2}} \right\rbrack^{\frac{1}{2}}$$ over probe location *l*^[@R36]^. That is, for all *N* = 179 RFs we compare the vector **a** consisting of single responses *a* to a given probe location *k* on the *n*th trial to all vectors $\overline{\mathbf{a}}$ consisting of the averaged activity to *l* across all trials. The decoded location is simply the probe *l* that maximizes the above term, which is equivalent in finding the minimal angle between a given **a** and each $\overline{\mathbf{a}}$. We did so by randomly and independently sampling *a~ik~* with respect to *n* 10000 times for each the fixation condition (fixation 1) and the presaccadic condition. Note we assume that the same activity space ($\overline{\mathbf{a}}$) is used to infer the location of a stimulus that is presented just prior to a saccade as it is used to infer the location of a stimulus that is presented during stable fixation. That is, all $\overline{\mathbf{a}}$ are exclusively based on the neuronal activity recorded during the fixation condition. When decoding the stimulus location during fixation, $\overline{\mathbf{a}}$ representing the averaged activity to a stimulus at location *l* did not include **a** if *k* = *l*.
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![Multi-electrode recordings and high-density mapping of FEF neuronal RFs\
**a**, The FEF in the macaque cortex (left) and in a coronal magnetic resonance image from Monkey N (middle). Right, linear array microelectrode and traces of FEF visual responses recorded simultaneously across 16 electrode contacts. **b**, FEF RFs were mapped with a 10 by 9 array (36 by 32 dva) of probe stimuli (squares) flashed during fixation at FP1 and FP2 and immediately before saccades from FP1 to FP2. **c**, Four example neuronal RF maps. Left, mean peri-stimulus response histogram for the most effective probe location during fixation at FP1 (top) and FP2 (bottom). Blue traces and circles indicate eye position and fixation location, respectively. **d**, Presaccadic RF maps of the same neurons mapped immediately before saccades from FP1 to FP2. Left, mean peri-stimulus response histogram for the most effective probe location. Probe presentation (vertical gray shading) was completed prior to saccadic onset on all trials. Bottom, measurement of changes in RF centers (black crosses, RF1, RF2, and PRF) during fixation (gray vectors) and saccade preparation (gold vectors).](nihms-566182-f0001){#F1}

![Shifting of FEF neuronal RFs prior to saccade onset\
**a**, The presaccadic shift amplitude (Δ~PRE~) as a function of the distance of RF1 from the saccade target (FP2) (ε'~RF1~) for 179 FEF RFs. The distance between RF1 and RF2 (Δ~FIX~) as a function of ε'~RF1~ is shown for comparison. Lines denote linear regression fits. **b**, The angular deviation of the presaccadic RF shift from the remapping prediction (ϕ') as a function of θ. **c**, Comparison of the population of presaccadic RF shifts (gold vectors) with the remapping prediction (gray vectors). Vectors were averaged within the 6 by 6 dva spatial bins depicted in the lower right along with the distribution of individual RF1s. Upper right plot shows the distances between the PRF and the saccade target compared with the distances between RF2 and the saccade target. Black line denotes the line of unity. Vector origins and endpoints are based on, respectively, RF1 and RF2 and RF1 and PRF.](nihms-566182-f0002){#F2}

![Fixation and presaccadic population RF densities of recorded FEF neurons\
**a**, Panels plot the percentage of population RFs responsive for a given probe location. Blue circles denote the location of fixation. **b,** Panels show horizontal and vertical cross-sections through RF density plots centered on the saccade target (FP2) for fixation 1 (solid gray), fixation 2 (dotted gray) and presaccadic (gold) conditions.](nihms-566182-f0003){#F3}

![Localization of probe stimuli by the population of recorded FEF neurons\
**a,** Population estimate of probe locations within a 16 by 16 dva area of visual space during fixation at FP1. Vector origins denote the veridical probe location and the endpoints the average population estimate. Vector lengths denote the errors, measured as the average Euclidean distance to the veridical probe location. **b,** Population estimate of probe locations during saccade preparation to FP2. **c,** Left, reconstruction of probe stimulus grid from population estimates during fixation (dark gray) and during saccade preparation (gold).](nihms-566182-f0004){#F4}

![Schematic illustration of expected RF shifts due to "predictive remapping"\
**a**, Three RFs (highlighted circles A1, B1, and C1) during stable fixation at FP1. **b**, The same RFs as in a are shown during stable fixation at FP2 (A2, B2, and C2). In retinocentric areas like the FEF, RFs are displaced across fixations by the direction and amplitude equal to the saccade vector. **c**, According to predictive remapping, RFs are shifted from their presaccadic locations (gray circles) to their postsaccadic locations (gold circles) prior to movement onset. That is, RF shifts anticipate the upcoming eye movement.](nihms-566182-f0005){#F5}

![Saccadic reaction time\
Plotted are the average deviations from the mean saccadic reaction time of a given recording session for the two monkeys as a function of probe location.](nihms-566182-f0006){#F6}

![Time dependency of RF shifts\
**a**, Distribution of changes in shift amplitude (Δ~PRE~) between "early" and "late" PRFs (n = 68). Solid line indicates the mean (1.56 dva) of the distribution. **b**, Distribution of changes in the distance of PRFs (late --early) to the saccade target. Solid line indicates the mean (−1.26 dva) of the distribution.](nihms-566182-f0007){#F7}

![Retinocentric properties of FEF RFs (I)\
**a**, Distribution of RF1s and RF2s in retinocentric coordinates shown together with the average retinocentric difference between corresponding centers across fixations. Error bars indicate SD. **b**, Distribution of RF1s and RF2s projected into the same quadrant shown together with the average retinocentric difference between corresponding centers. This was done to control for possible systematic effects that might cancel each other out across quadrants in a. Error bars indicate SD.](nihms-566182-f0008){#F8}

![Retinocentric properties of FEF RFs (II) and their presaccadic changes\
**a**, Correlations between the distances of RF1s to FP1 (ε'~RF1~) (r = 0.95, t = 39.59, df = 177, p \< 10^−10^)\* and between the angles ϕ~RF1~ and θ~RF2~ (r = 0.96, t = 45.32, df = 177, p \< 10^−10^) are shown. Lines denote best regression fits. **b**, Correlations between ε~RF1~ and the distances of PRFs to FP2 (ε'~PRF~) (r = 0.51, t = 7.81, df = 177, p = 2.1·10^−8^) and between the angles ϕ~RF1~ and θ~PRF~ are shown. If the predictive remapping hypothesis were true, the relationships shown in a and b should not differ. However, the correlation between ε~RF1~ and ε'~PRF~ (b, top) is significantly different from the correlation between ε~RF1~ and ε'~RF2~ (a, top) (Steiger\'s Z-test for dependent correlations, Z = 13.4, p \< 10^−10^), as are the intercepts b~0~ (t = 5.23, df = 283, p = 3.3·10^−7^ and the slopes b~1~ (t = 12.87, df = 283, p \< 10^−10^) of the respective regressions. Furthermore, instead of a positive correlation close to 1 (a, bottom) we find a significant negative circular correlation\*\* between ϕ~RF1~ and θ~PRF~ (b, bottom) (r = -0.53, p \< 10^−10^). **c**, Correlations between ε~RF1~ and the distances of PRFs to FP1 (ε~PRF~) (r = 0.43, t = 6.4, df = 177, p = 1.1·10^−9^) and between the angles ϕ~RF1~ and θ~PRF~ (r = 0.68, t = 12.4, df = 177, p \< 10^−10^) are shown. If there were no presaccadic shifts of RFs the relationships shown in a and c should not differ. Again, however, we find the correlation between ε~RF1~ and ε~PRF~ (c, top) to be significantly different from the correlation between ε~RF1~ and ε'~RF2~ (a, top) (Z = 14.03, p \< 10^−10^), as are the intercepts (t = 20.81, df = 286, p \< 10^−10^) and the slopes (t = 14.4, df = 286, p \< 10^−10^) of the regressions. The same is true for the correlation between ϕ~RF1~ and θ~RF2~ (a, bottom) and the correlation between ϕ~RF1~ and θ~PRF~ (c, bottom) (Z = 13.02, p \< 10^−10^), and for the intercepts (t = 17.69, df = 352, p \< 10^−10^) and slopes (t = 20.74, df = 352, p \< 10^−10^).\
\* Note, the significance of all correlations in this Figure, reported as Pearson\'s r, was assessed by computing Spearman\'s rho and Kendall\'s tau as well. All correlations were significant using these measures (p values not reported).\
\*\* Note, circular statistics (correlation and regression)^[@R37]^ that are independent of a particular coordinate system had to be used in this case since the plotted angles fell outside the linear region. For the relationship between ϕ~RF1~ and θ~RF2~ and between ϕ~RF1~ and ϕ~PRF~ ordinary statistics could be used. For comparisons, the respective circular correlations are 0.96 and 0.71.](nihms-566182-f0009){#F9}

![Centers of all measured FEF RFs\
Distribution of RF1s (dark gray), RF2s (light gray) and PRFs (gold) are shown in head centered (screen) coordinates. For RF1s and PRFs the monkey fixated FP1. For RF2s the monkey fixated FP2.](nihms-566182-f0010){#F10}

![Example of single neuron isolation, corresponding RF measurements, and waveform stability\
**a**, Density plot of isolated (left panel) and all other waveforms (right panel) recorded from a single U-Probe channel. **b**, Inter spike interval (ISI) histogram of the isolated waveform. The number of ISI violations and the estimated false positive rate are based on a refractory period of 1.5 ms. **b**, Averaged (arithmetic mean) waveforms (solid lines) for the fixation (left) and presaccadic (middle) condition, and their differences (right). Grey and gold dashed lines indicate 2 SDs. Black dashed lines enclose 95% confidence intervals. None of the depicted differences are statistically significant. **d**, Projection of fixation (grey) and presaccadic (gold) waveforms into principal component (PC) space. First two PC dimensions are shown. **e**, Distribution of Pseudo R^2^s (n = 40) resulting from logistic regression fits for each PC dimension in order to separate between fixation and presaccadic waveforms. D~null~ designates the null deviance using the intercept in the regression exclusively. D~k~ designates the model deviance using a single PC dimension as predictor in addition. Perfect seperation would result in an R^2^ of 1. The mean of the depicted R^2^s is 0.01 (min = 2.9 · 10^−6^, max = 0.04). None of the R^2^s reached statistical significance (likelihood ratio chi square test). **f**, Performance of a linear support vector machine trained to discriminate between fixation and presaccadic waveforms using all 40 PC dimensions simultaneously. The estimated performance (gold line) of 59.4 % correct classifications falls well within the 95% range (37.1, 62.9) (red lines) of the expected chance performance. **g**, Fixation and presaccadic RF maps are shown together with their respective RF centers (black crosses, RF1, RF2, and PRF). Same conventions as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. **h**, Histogram of the Pseudo R^2^s as obtained by logistic regressions for 21 neurons with stable waveforms. The mean R^2^ is 0.01 (min = 0, max = 0.23). None of the individual R^2^s reached statistical significance. **i**, Support vector machine classification performance of fixation and presaccadic waveforms for the same set of neurons. The mean correct classification performance is 50.1% (SD = 7.3). All performance estimates (gold ellipses) fall well within the expected ranges of chance performance (grey lines).](nihms-566182-f0011){#F11}

![RF shifts of single neurons and comparison with RF shifts in the remaining population\
**a**, The presaccadic shift amplitude (Δ~PRE~) as a function of the distance of RF1 from the saccade target (FP2) (ε'~RF1~) for well-isolated single neurons with stable waveforms (left) and for the remaining set of RFs (right). Lines denote fits of a linear regression. **b**, The angular deviation of the presaccadic RF shift from the remapping prediction (ϕ') as a function of θ for the two subpopulations of RFs. **c**, Comparison of the population of presaccadic RF shifts (gold vectors) with the remapping prediction (gray vectors) for the two subpopulations of RFs. Vector origins and endpoints are based on, respectively, RF1 and RF2 (gray) and RF1 and PRF (gold).](nihms-566182-f0012){#F12}

![Examples of RFs in which single probe results would be consistent with the remapping hypothesis\
Two examples of RF maps in which the presaccadic RF converges toward the saccade target, rather than remap, yet it is clear that sampling of responses from only a single location would yield results consistent with remapping. In each example, the two fixation and one presaccadic RF response maps, and corresponding RF centers (black crosses, RF1, RF2, and PRF) are shown from top to bottom, respectively. As in previous figures, the blue filled circle indicates the location of fixation during probe presentation, though in the presaccadic RF plot the monkey is preparing a saccade to FP2 (target). In addition, in each plot, the gold arrow denotes the vector describing the RF shift expected with remapping if that shift is exactly equal to the saccade vector (as in most studies). In addition, indicated along with the PRF of each example is the location to which the RF1 center is expected to shift with remapping if the location is based on the empirically mapped postsaccadic RF (RF2) (white square). Since FEF RFs are retinocentric, both predictions are virtually the same, but shown for clarity. Note that in both examples, although the PRF clearly deviates from the remapping prediction overall, the predicted remapping location nonetheless yields a clear visual response. Thus, if only a single probe is used, the results would be consistent with the remapping hypothesis. The vector plots below show the comparison of the empirical remapping prediction based on RF2 with the measured PRF shifts. Conventions are as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](nihms-566182-f0013){#F13}

![Spike count correlations of recorded FEF neurons\
**a**, Decrease in mean spike count correlation (r~SC~) as a function of electrode distance. Solid line denotes the best fitting power function (a·x^b^; a = 0.12, p \< 10^−10^; b = −0.45, p \< 10^−10^). Data points are averages across neuronal pairs (N = 677) recorded at a fixed electrode distance, across all probe locations and across all three experimental conditions (fixation 1, fixation 2, and Presaccadic). The number of neuronal pairs for each electrode distance, in order of increasing distance, was n = (128, 106, 92, 86, 68, 55, 44, 28, 24, 18, 14, 10, 4). Note that the fit was based on the non-averaged data. **b**, Top, Mean r~SC~ plotted as a function of baseline normalized firing rate during fixation (gray) and prior to saccade onset (gold). Positive values on the abscissa indicate combined responses above baseline. Error bars indicate SEM. Number of combined responses, in order of increasing baseline normalized response, was n = (8805, 8805, 8806, 8804, 8806, 7738, 7737, 7738, 7737, 7737, 7738, 7737, 7738, 7737, 7737) for fixation, and n = (2827, 1742, 1416, 1185, 1144, 1026, 1298, 1655, 2511, 3876, 6013, 7342, 7679, 9013, 11329) for the presaccadic condition. Middle, cumulative percentage of paired neuronal responses for which each individual response exceeds baseline during fixation (gray) and prior to saccade onset (gold). Bottom, difference in the mean r~SC~ during fixation and prior to saccades. Error bars indicate Bonferroni-corrected (15 comparisons) 95% confidence intervals. Gray area indicates non-significant differences.](nihms-566182-f0014){#F14}
